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Abstract: It is solidly believed that Aerospace Power is about aircraft and satellites which actually mean the
total capacity of a nation to exploit the medium of Air & Space. Besides aircraft, weapons and systems and
space control and satellites, it involves civil aviation, passenger and cargo, communication systems for
management and control, radars, data links, airfields, RANADS, cyberspace and support infrastructure. It also
involves a strong technological base capable of absorbing the new hi-tech, a pool of techno savvy and trained
manpower, hi-tech training centres and laboratories. With the involvement of a strong manufacturing sector
– both public and private, with sufficient depth and dexterity to adapt to the rapidly changing technologies the
country can achieve its heights as the number one. Perfect quality in production and obviously the fastidious
frame of mind for it, is domineering. The areas of importance dealt with here are Need for Strategy for Export of
Defence Products, Export Promotion/ Facilitation, Export Promotion Body, Defence Export Steering Committee,
Government Support to Defence Exports, Export Financing and Other Incentives, Use of Offset Policy, Export
Regulation, Finalisation of the List of Military Stores, Online and Time Bound Clearance, Export of Indigenously
Developed Sensitive Systems. The careful study of the wars undergone and the missiles and weapons used
for the success of the concerned nation gives the methodology and ideas to implement for desirable result. By
inducting the analysis and the use of this would provide a solid way to make the country to be the number one
in the world though the nation aspires for a peaceful world.
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INTRODUCTION India’s Affordable Defence Spending: Today India's

Implementation and Review: For India being the top most with scientific and technical support of Defence Research
country in the world in Air Defence the following regions and Development organisation (DRDO) which aims to
are well-thought-out and analysed make the country self-sufficient in technologies needed

India’s Affordable Defence Spending the field of science and technology, also supports in
Defence Projection and Allocation: The Resource saving foreign exchange as indigenisation in armament
Gap technology is the major motive of DRDO.
Finance Commission Estimates and Defence
Expenditure For use in wide bank search and monitoring
Fiscal Responsibility and Defence Expenditure receivers, a number of microwave components and
Gross Domestic Product and Defence Expenditure antenna have been designed and developed. 
Defence Expenditure and Central Government An indigenously developed Very Low Frequency
Expenditure (VLF) receiver, employing state-of-the-art digital
Major Heads of Government Expenditure and signal processing techniques for communication
Defence. with, submerged submarines, has entered

Expenditure production-phase.

Armed Forces are well-equipped and are growing stronger

for defence. Actively engaged in well planned projects in
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Fig. 1: Expenditure

An indigenously developed central earth station for refining technology has also been developed for
avalanche studies, capable of indigenously receiving conversion of the high quality copper scraps into
meteorological data from remotely located data value added products of high purity Copper.
collection platforms through satellite is under An integral turbine rotor for use in Prithvi missile has
installation. The centrally processed data on been developed using indigenously produced
occurrence of snow and avalanche would be utilised stainless steel powder. The component has passed
by the Defence Forces. the engine test successfully. 
A computerised Artillery Combat, Command &;
Communication System is in advanced stage of India has various agencies like DRDO,Bhaba Atomic
development. The system capabilities include Research Centre, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited, Bharat
artillery target intelligence, tactical fire control and Electronics and Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre who have
fire planning and the management of deployment. inducted their mission to make the India Best in the
A number of microwave frequency components, World.
namely, low noise amplifier, band pass filters,
frequency generators, isolators and circulators have The engineering prototypes of ANUCO co-processor
been .These components also have wide civilian have been successfully tested and have shown
applications. excellent performance. This co processor functions
An integrated Observation Equipment has been as a memory mapped peripheral and can be
developed for the Artillery Observation Post. It configured for both INTEL and Motorola based
facilitates surveillance, acquisition and ranging of CPUs.
targets for accurate firing during day the night under
all weather conditions. The equipment has been An integrated Multi Mission Planning System
accepted for introduction in Service and is under (MMPS) has been developed and handed over to South
production phase. Western Air Command, which was operationally used by
We also have developed technology for C band the Command during exercises. 
phase shifters from special grade of substituted
lithium ferrite material; this has been transferred to On specific request of Air Headquarters, work on
CEL and ECIL for production. extensive of this system to provide a Mission
Aluminium-Lithium alloy sheets have been Communication Network system (MICON) has been
developed for the LCA programme. Electro slag undertaken.
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A computerised system with appropriate software models for enhancing the operational efficiency of Eastern Air
Command, has been successfully developed and handed over to the Command. 
Considerable progress has also been made in the project on modernisation of Operation Rooms with high speed
computers, graphical displays and data storage/retrieval systems.

The considerations would also include the Need for Strategy for Export of Defence Products.
Export Promotion/ Facilitation, Export Promotion Body, Defence Export Steering Committee.
Government Support to Defence Exports, Export Financing and Other Incentives, Use of Offset Policy, Export

Regulation, Finalisation of the List of Military Stores, Online and Time Bound Clearance and Export of Indigenously
Developed Sensitive Systems.

Challenges in the Military Aviation Sector and the Way Forward:

Access to technology 
Access to funding and high interest rates
Training and capability building
Tax and regulatory framework
Availability of raw material 
Multiple platforms and poor vendor development

Foundational Assets

Fig. 2: Foundational Assets

Current Project Pipeline:

The Working Group for the 12th Five Year Plan on civil aviation has envisaged a further investment of about 67,500
crore INR in airports over the next five years. 
About 25% of this investment is expected to be made by the AAI (17,500 crore INR) and the remainder of about
50,000 crore INR is expected to come through private participation.
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Aerospace Value Chain:

Fig. 3: Aerospace Value Chain

Fig. 4: India’s Shopping Cart

Tax Regulatory Framework in India: A domestic or The Foreign Trade (Export/Import) Policy
foreign company wishing to do business in the Indian The FDI policy and Foreign Exchange Management
aerospace and defence industry has to comply with the Act (FEMA)
following policies: The Civil Aviation Regulations

The Industrial Licensing Policy Policy (specific to defence acquisitions)
The Defence Procurement Procedure and the Offset
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Fig. 5: India’s Big Ticket procurements
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Fig. 7: State- wise representation of % of Flights Vs % of the total population 

Emerging Opportunity for Defence and Aerospace in The Global Aerospace & Defence Perspective:
India:

India has evolved as the most lucrative defence Technology–enabled manufacturing.
market globally with a mega acquisitions program Research and Development (R&D)-Indispensable
coupled with the government’s proactive stance, a ingredient for sustained growth.
healthy foreign supplier base mix and an increasing Providing the right market dynamics.
number of deal closures seen over the past few Human Resource Skills – No substitute to trained
years. manpower.
Deals worth USD 24.66 billion (approximately) have
been signed by the Indian Ministry of Defence
(MoD) with global integrators in the past 48 months
and another USD 41.99 billion (approximately) deals
are in the process of getting signed.

Projected Premises:

Fig. 8: Projected Premises military aircraft throughout the world.

Government support – A vital facilitator.

Fig. 9: Total Aero space/defence/national security R&D
spending

The Global Aerospace & Defence Perspective:

North America and Europe currently contribute more
that 60 percent of the global MRO market. 

According to an in-depth study offered by OAG
Aviation Solutions in partnership with AeroStrategy
estimates suggest that by 2018, USD 67.3 billion a year
will be spent on the maintenance, repair and overhaul of
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Emerging MRO hubs such as Singapore are now Ministry of Aviation 12th Five-Year Plan
balancing the global MRO equilibrium. It is not incidental
that the US remains to be the biggest aerospace and Developing  and   production   of   20   seat
defence manufacturer as well as the largest MRO hub in turboprop.
the world. Developing aircraft quality material processing and

India on the Aerospace and Defence curve Encouraging international joint ventures by

Defence Procurement Policy 2011 Establish tax benefits to attract foreign manufacturers
Defence Production Policy Establish a National Aviation University to address
Proposed liberalisation of the Foreign Direct the growing education and training requirements for
Investment (FDI) policy aerospace engineers.

quality standards.

providing allotment of land for factories.
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Stakeholder – Government:

Formation of a national modernisation strategy with key focus areas
Specific implementation plan of the governing policies including inter-ministerial coordination
Creation of innovation hubs
Simplification and uniformity in taxation
Address concerns of global companies on IP protection
Ideation and implementation of initiatives such as RURs

Stakeholder – Global Industry:

Increasing supply chain base in India through strategic partnerships
Large involvement in accreditation of Indian suppliers for global certifications
Greater involvement in setting up of training schools for acquiring specialised skills for this industry
Invest back through R&D channels in order to facilitate local knowledge and in turn add value to their supply chain
Increased attention to customisation of products for Indian markets and requirements
Customise their go-to-market strategy in line with the Indian governments vision

Stakeholder – Indian Industry
Private Sector:

Self assessment and prioritisation of their real skills and abilities which are complementary and synergetic to the
requirements of the industry
Backward integration for the formation of a new tier in the global supply chain
Greater focus on hygiene factors which are at par with global quality requirements
Focus on developing R&D capabilities
Develop a good sense of the market dynamic and nuances at play in the global Aerospace and Defence industry

Forecasting – Statisticalapproach:

Fig. 12: Statisticalapproach

VECM Analysis – Statistical Approach: Vector error correction models (VECMs) with a prespecified number of
cointegrating relations, a finite number of lagged differences, deterministic terms and exogenous variables can be
specified, estimated and used for Forecasting, Causality and Impulse Response Analysis.
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By incorporating the suggestions done and working on the guidelines would pave the way to achieve
The result of the nation would be as number one in the world. The technologies and the strategies that are

recommended give the right proportion of the methodologies that are to be taken in effort. 

Jai Hind!

Fig. 13: Vecm Analysis
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